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Mr. Jeremy Corbyn
Former British Labor Party leader

The House of Representatives of the Republic of Yemen expresses its
sincere thanks and appreciation to your honorable person for your
humanitarian stances and courage in your opposition towards the war on
Yemen and for what you have recently done with the US Senator Bernie
Sanders in calling for the establishment of the global event through a
coalition (Stop the International War), which was represented in the
launching of protests around the world on Monday, Ianuary 25th,2021,
against the continuation of the war on Yemen, and to consider this day
an international day to stop the war on Yemen. A number of countries
participated in these protests in support of the Yemeni people and their
opposition to the aggressive war on Yemen led by Saudi Arabia and the
UAE, with grelat political and military support from America, Britain
and other European countries for 6 years till now causing the death and
injury of tens of thousands of Yemeni citizens, most of them were
children, womqn and the elderly, destroying the Yemeni infrastructure
and all of YemEn's capabilities, imposing a land, sea and air blockade on
Yemen that provented the entry of food, medicine, oil derivatives and
other requirements for life, accordingly the Yemeni people have become
the biggest humanitarian disaster in the world. In addition, the ciosure of
Sana'a airport also caused the death of tens of thousands of patients who
were unable to go out for treatment outside Yemen.
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We reiterate our thanks and appreciation to you for your continuous
efforts and honorable humanitarian stances towards the oppressed
Yemeni people who is facing devastation and genocide for six years. We
hope to strengthen these honorable positions in order to stop this
criminal aggression and lift the_b lockade imposed on Yemen and open
all land, sea and air ports

Best re

Yahva Ali Al-Ra'i
Speaker of the Yemeni
House of Representatives
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